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A quasi-optic terahertz (THz) imaging system that utilizes optoelectronic methods for pulsed THz generation
and reception and optical methods for image formation is demonstrated and theoretically explained. The sys-
tem can be used to produce coherent, field amplitude, and energy density images with diffraction-limited reso-
lution in two transverse dimensions. Simultaneous bandwidth-limited resolution is achieved in the depth di-
mension by means of the ranging capabilities of the system. The system is shown to accurately produce
images of several objects to verify diffraction-limited imaging. Imaging power is extended by aperture syn-
thesis to result in transverse resolution the order of a wavelength. Several individual, coherent images are
recorded, each synthetically appearing to be formed by a different element of an optical phased array. The
multiple images are simply superposed to create a higher-resolution image. Theoretical calculations fully de-
scribe the broadband imaging and include aberration and diffraction effects to further verify system perfor-
mance. Calculated images are a good match with experimental results. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
History has shown that, whenever a portion of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum becomes practically usable, it is
soon adapted to an imaging configuration. Such is the
case for the terahertz (THz) band that, over the past
couple of decades, has been made available by
optoelectronic1,2 and electro-optic,3,4 techniques. Imag-
ing with optoelectronically generated THz is promising
because of its large number of attractive properties.
Generated in the form of broadband (typically 0.05–2.5
THz), coherent, transform-limited pulses,5 this THz ra-
diation can be used to probe material properties simulta-
neously, such as the complex dielectric function, over a
large bandwidth. These pulses can also be used in a ra-
dar configuration whereby ranging or echolocation tech-
niques can reveal the three-dimensional (3-D) spatial
structure of an object.6 Furthermore, coherence permits
aperture synthesis, a powerful resolution-increasing tool
for any imaging system.7 With its relatively short wave-
length (0.12–6 mm), THz radiation is naturally suited for
imaging with resolution on the order of a few hundred mi-
crometers. Finally, many materials exhibit unique prop-
erties within the THz region. For example, THz is highly
sensitive to water and other polar compounds8–10 that are
often strongly absorptive. On the other hand, many vi-
sually opaque and, in fact, most dry, nonpolar, nonmetal-
lic items such as plastic, paper, glass, and cardboard, are
quite transparent to THz.11

Several types of THz imaging systems already exist, all
having different meritorious properties. One such sys-
tem uses a tightly focused THz beam through which a
thin, uniform sample is raster scanned. Either the
transmitted12 or reflected13 THz beam is measured point
by point to build up the image. This system achieves a
good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the high bright-
ness of the illumination point but requires a sample to be
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thin and uniform to stay within the Rayleigh range of the
beam. Impulse imaging systems6 use radar principles to
build up an image from the time-delayed THz pulses scat-
tered off some object. Such systems can achieve good
range and cross-range (transverse) resolution, in a single
direction, by means of synthetic aperture techniques.
High cross-range resolution is more difficult to achieve in
two dimensions because of the necessarily more compli-
cated object rotations. Also, this technique uses a single
receiver to incrementally sample a small portion of the
scattered wave front making it difficult to achieve a good
SNR. Electro-optic THz imaging systems14,15 can be
used in conjunction with CCD cameras to form whole im-
ages at once, thus greatly accelerating the imaging pro-
cess. However, this speed generally comes at the cost of
dynamic range, thus reducing the ability of the system to
measure weakly reflecting or small objects.

Here we review an existing THz imaging system7,16

and present new experimental and theoretical results ob-
tained from it. This system retains many of the benefi-
cial features of previous systems but also adds powerful
features that increase functionality. In Section 2 we re-
view the experimental setup of the quasi-optic imaging
system, and in Section 3 we show a recorded image that
defines the system’s point-spread function (PSF) or spa-
tial impulse response. In Section 4 we explain a power-
ful extension of the work called synthetic phased-array
THz imaging wherein we use aperture synthesis (AS) to
record many separate images and then superpose them to
form a higher-resolution image. New experimental re-
sults demonstrate the system’s full 3-D capabilities and
are also described in detail in Section 4. Section 5 con-
tains the first presentation of the theoretical analysis of
this system along with comparisons to experimental data,
which show good agreement. Finally, in Section 6 we
present some brief conclusions.
2004 Optical Society of America
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows the quasi-optic THz imaging system.
THz production begins at the transmitter, shown in Fig.
2(a), where a train of 80-fs optical pulses having a center
wavelength of 801 nm and an average power of 25 mW
are shaped into an elliptical focus that lies parallel to and
illuminates the anode line of a coplanar transmission line
on a semi-insulating GaAs chip.17 The elliptical focus
permits the use of higher optical power to enhance THz
emission, while maintaining sufficiently low optical flu-
ence to prevent damage to the chip. The two coplanar
lines are 10 mm wide, separated by 80 mm, and run in the
6y directions, perpendicular to the linear optical field po-
larization. The transmission line is biased at 55 V so
that the free carriers generated by the optical pulses ac-
celerate and radiate. Like the incident optical radiation,
the resulting THz radiation is linearly polarized in the xz
plane, perpendicular to the coplanar lines. Much of this
THz is collected by a 10-mm-diameter, hyperhemispheri-
cal lens made of high-resistivity (.104V cm) silicon and
attached to the back of a GaAs chip. Using this lens, the
transmitter emits a collimated train of subpicosecond
pulses of THz radiation. These pulses are directed and
weakly focused onto the object by a paraboloidal mirror, a
flat mirror, and a high-resistivity silicon lens, located at
its focal length ( f 5 280 mm) upstream from the object.
This forms an illumination spot, linearly polarized in the
xz plane, with a frequency-independent 1/e amplitude di-
ameter of approximately 14 mm on the object. Experi-
mental results and Gaussian beam propagation calcula-
tions confirm that, because of weak focusing and the

Fig. 1. Quasi-optic THz imaging system. The line shows the
THz path through the system. The inset shows a close-up view
of the object and scan planes.

Fig. 2. THz (a) transmitter and (b) receiver.
small area over which the beam is used, the illumination
is effectively planar, varying by only l/20 over the beam
profile at 0.7 THz. The object scatters a portion of the in-
cident radiation to a 152-mm-diameter spherical mirror
positioned at twice its focal length ( f 5 305 mm) from
the object. In this configuration, the mirror forms a real,
one-to-one inverted image of the object 17 mm in front of
the fixed THz receiver. The Fig. 1 inset shows a close-up
view of the object, represented by a ball in the figure.
The object can be scanned in the x or y direction and can
be positioned anywhere in the xy plane. Because of the
one-to-one imaging configuration, object translation re-
sults in one-to-one image translation, whereby the image
is moved in front of and sampled by the fixed receiver.

The receiver consists of a 10-mm hyperhemispherical
silicon lens attached to a shimmed, 500-mm-thick silicon-
on-sapphire chip upon which lies a 50-mm polarization-
sensitive dipole antenna, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
1-mm silicon shim between the silicon-on-sapphire chip
and the silicon lens places the focus of the lens 1 mm in
front of the dipole antenna and places the antenna itself
in a new conjugate imaging plane to the image plane
formed by the spherical mirror 17 mm in front of the re-
ceiver. Therefore, this arrangement forms a secondary
imaging system wherein the image formed by the spheri-
cal mirror is again optically imaged with demagnification
onto a new image plane containing the sampling antenna.
With the secondary THz image projected onto it, the di-
pole antenna is photoconductively switched by another
80-fs optical pulse, split from the first and appropriately
delayed in time. The receiver optical pulse train has an
average power of 11 mW and is focused onto the 5-mm gap
between the poles of the antenna. Each pulse produces
free carriers that generate a dc current proportional to
the instantaneous electric-field amplitude of the compo-
nent of the THz pulse linearly polarized in the xz plane.
By measuring this current while changing the relative de-
lay between the detected THz pulse and the optical gating
pulse, the entire time-dependent electric field of the THz
pulse can be recorded. Several of these measurements
are collected with the object in various positions to build
up an image, point by point.

Image recording proceeds as follows. The object is
fixed at some position (x, y) and then the receiver records
a time-domain measurement E(t), a single spatial
sample of the image. This is a current versus time-delay
measurement, where the measured current is propor-
tional to the electric-field amplitude. One such measure-

Fig. 3. Single measured spatial sample of a THz image. Inset
shows the normalized amplitude spectrum. Time axis (in pico-
seconds) can be translated to depth (in millimeters) because of
the ranging configuration.
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ment and its spectrum are shown in Fig. 3. Following
this measurement, the object (and correspondingly the
image) is moved to a new position and then fixed. Again,
a single time-domain measurement is recorded. This
process is repeated until the entire image is sampled.
The resulting electric-field data set is three dimensional
with two transverse dimensions and one temporal dimen-
sion or E(x, y, t). Because of the ranging nature of the
system, the temporal dimension can also be directly
translated to spatial depth information, taking into ac-
count the round-trip travel time of the THz pulse scat-
tered from the object. The data form then becomes
E(x, y, z), where z 5 t 3 (0.150 mm/ps).

The general layout of the system is designed to mini-
mize third-order aberrations, in particular, astigmatism.
To this end, the central axis of the scattered THz path
(system optical axis) subtends only 10° as it is reflected
from the spherical mirror. This tight path folding re-
duces the off-axis nature of the system as much as pos-
sible without clipping the scattered THz wave front on
other system components. The illumination axis and
system optical axis subtend 17° at the object.

The object is mounted on the tip of a pyramid-shaped
paraffin wax holder, which is essentially invisible because
of its stealthy shape and low refractive index (;1.6 over
the bandwidth). The holder’s pyramid shape points to-
ward the THz source, so that radiation that does strike
the holder is reflected away from the spherical collection
mirror. To mitigate the strong absorption that is due to
water vapor,10 the entire system was enclosed in an air-
tight box that was purged with dry air during data collec-
tion.

The advantages of this system are significant. First,
the spherical imaging mirror has a large collection aper-
ture that makes possible imaging of small or weakly re-
flecting objects without a detrimental loss of SNR. Addi-
tionally, the large extent of the mirror enables it to form
an image automatically with good resolution, without the
need for mathematical reconstruction or deconvolution
techniques. Further, the system can also image large or
complex objects just as easily as small ones. The system
also performs simultaneous range and transverse (cross-
range) imaging, thus obtaining 3-D data. Since imaging
is done optically, many well-known image-processing tools
can be readily adapted to the system. Finally, since it is
a coherent system, resolution can be further increased by
aperture synthesis.

3. QUASI-OPTIC IMAGING RESULTS
To determine the resolving power of the system, we im-
aged a single, 1-mm-diameter chrome-plated steel ball.
Only a small solid angle portion of the ball scattered ra-
diation to the spherical mirror; therefore it behaved as a
point source. Since the system was well corrected, the
image resolution was limited by diffraction, not aberra-
tions, thus providing a measure of the diffraction limita-
tion of the system. This image also defined the broad-
band PSF of the system.

In our initial measurements the recorded image con-
tained only one transverse dimension, obtained by scan-
ning the object in the x direction alone. The image con-
sisted of 41 spatial samples each spaced by 150 mm
thereby covering a range from x 5 23 to 3 mm. Each
spatial sample was an 8.5-ps time-dependent waveform
consisting of 256 data points, each separated by 33.3 fs.
The peak SNR was approximately 95. Figure 4 shows
two views of the resulting image. Since the range reso-
lution is much better than the transverse spatial resolu-
tion, the image takes on a fin shape lying at some angle
with respect to the x axis. The angled orientation, appar-
ent in Fig. 4(a), is due to the angled illumination. As the
object moves in x, the THz path length between the trans-
mitter and object changes, thus causing different arrival
times for the illuminating pulses. Figure 4(b) shows a
transverse view of the object wherein the transverse spa-
tial resolution can be determined.

The spatial resolution can be quantified by use of a full
width at half-maximum measurement of the image, simi-
lar to the Buxton resolution criterion.18 This measure-
ment is 1.8 mm. Even though the image was formed op-
tically, the THz system can, unlike most optical systems,
resolve objects in range by use of pulsed radiation in a ra-
dar fashion. The resulting range resolution can be calcu-
lated with the formula ct/2, where c is the speed of light

Fig. 4. Measured THz image of a 1-mm steel ball (point source):
(a) plot comprised of a set of curves constant in x and (b) side
view of plot comprised of a set of curves constant in time.
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in free space and t is the width of the THz pulse at its
zero crossings. In this case, two reflected pulses are
deemed temporally resolved when their main lobes do not
overlap with each other, similar to the Schuster
criterion.18 Using t 5 530 fs, the resulting range resolu-
tion is 80 mm. Since the system is well corrected, these
two values, 1.8 mm and 80 mm, define the diffraction-
limited resolution of the system.

Other resolution criteria have also been successfully
applied to THz imaging systems. Range resolution in
particular has been quantified by many different criteria,
such as the Rayleigh13 or Sparrow19 criterion. Interfero-
metric techniques have also been used to resolve objects
separated by only approximately 10 mm in range20 and to
measure thin dielectric films.21 Although interferometry
could not be used in our THz system, other range resolu-
tion criteria could have been applied and would have
yielded somewhat better range resolution values.
Clearly, the choice of resolution criteria depends on the
type of imaging system and the form and complexity of
the received data. The criteria used in this work were
chosen for their ease of application to the image data and
to ensure conservative resolution results in more compli-
cated objects.

To determine if the system was indeed well corrected
and operating in the diffraction limit, another image was
taken after halving the diameter of the spherical mirror,
which is the most limiting aperture in the system.22 An
annular absorber, made of woven graphite cloth, was
placed over the mirror surface to halve its diameter. The
absorber had a 76-mm-diameter hole cut from its center
so that only the THz that struck the outside annulus of
the mirror was absorbed. The resulting image generated
in this configuration had an increased transverse spatial
extent of 3.1 mm, a 1.72 times increase in size. The
range resolution was unchanged, as expected, and the
peak SNR was reduced to approximately 30.

The change in spatial resolution was not exactly pro-
portional to the two times decrease in aperture size.
This deviation is due to the fact that the system is broad-
band and the various frequency components interfere
with each other to change the extent of the final image.
In fact, the 1.72 times increase in spatial extent agrees al-
most exactly with broadband theoretical predictions.
Consequently, the system was indeed operating within
the diffraction limit of the spherical imaging mirror.

4. SYNTHETIC PHASED-ARRAY IMAGING
The next logical step for improving the quasi-optic THz
imaging system was to increase its resolving power. This
was accomplished by AS, a means by which the
resolution-defining aperture in the system is syntheti-
cally increased in transverse extent. Radio astronomers
began using this powerful technique to increase the re-
solving power of their telescopes over 40 years ago23 and
continue to do so today.24,25 Approximately 30 years ago
Labeyrie advanced such ideas to the optical realm when
he used two independent optical telescopes to perform
stellar interferometry.26 His work set the foundation for
more complicated optical AS. Since then, AS has been
implemented in ground-based optical astronomy27 and
can yield images with resolution unobtainable by even
space-based telescopes.

Today, AS is commonly used to generate high-resolution
images at microwave frequencies, a practice known as
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Other forms of imaging
use inverse SAR principles28,29 or deconvolution methods
and some have already been adapted to THz imaging
systems.6,19,30 Still, AS is not a usable method for every
application. In particular, optical AS is difficult to use
because of the strict phase relationships that must be
maintained.

Because of its coherent nature and relatively long
wavelengths, compared with optical fields, THz systems
are prime candidates for AS. For the quasi-optic THz im-
aging system, AS was the ideal method by which the ap-
erture extent could be increased. Other possible meth-
ods, such as adding more spherical mirrors into the
system or increasing the size of the existing mirror, were
also considered but were found unusable for several rea-
sons. For example, adding another spherical mirror in
the system requires impracticably difficult alignment and
positioning of both mirrors. Similarly, implementing a
larger spherical mirror requires a complete redesign of
the layout of the system to avoid clipping the THz beam.
Both solutions also aggravate imaging aberrations.

Aperture synthesis, on the other hand, allows another
mirror to be synthetically added into the system with no
adverse effects to imaging. In Fig. 1 the system shows a
synthetic spherical mirror located below the original.
This mirror effectively shares a common center of curva-
ture with the real mirror such that the two essentially
form a single, larger, sparse-aperture optic. We note that
imaging is accomplished by scanning the object in the xy
plane. The xy plane, however, appears tilted from the
vantage of the synthetic mirror. With this realization,
we find that the real mirror can be made to see the object
from the vantage of the synthetic mirror by simply tilting
the scan plane by the amount equal to the angular sepa-
ration between the mirrors. The Fig. 1 inset shows this
tilted plane, labeled xy8. Figure 5 illustrates this prin-
ciple in more detail. By tilting the scan plane, the real
spherical mirror can be used to implement a synthetic
spherical mirror. Each mirror, therefore, becomes a
single element of a synthetic phased array and both have
a known spatial relationship with each other. Hence, the
procedure is termed synthetic phased-array THz imaging.

The procedure for synthetic phased-array imaging is as
follows. First, an image is recorded with the object and

Fig. 5. Side view of the phased-array THz imaging system.
Normal and tilted scan planes are shown as solid and dotted
lines, respectively.
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scan plane fixed in the normal configuration shown as the
xy plane in Figs. 1 and 5. After recording, the scan plane
is tilted by some desired amount and locked in the new
position. This gives the real spherical mirror the van-
tage of the synthetic mirror. Another image is recorded
as before with the real spherical mirror. Because of the
tilt, the resulting image appears to have been formed by
the synthetic mirror. In this way multiple images are re-
corded, each appearing to have been formed by a different
mirror in the system. Additional details with regard to
the formation and orientation of the synthetic mirrors
and their images can be found in Ref. 22.

Since the scan plane can be continuously tilted about
either or both the x or the y axis, many such images can
be recorded with arbitrary positioning of mirrors. Mir-
rors can even be positioned such that their extents over-
lap, thus filling in the aperture more fully. Since each
mirror is an element of a phased array, each individual
image is an independent image formed by a single ele-
ment of that array. By their judicious placement, the
synthetic mirrors essentially act in unison as one large,
sparse-aperture optic. Furthermore, all the phase infor-
mation necessary for proper interference is contained in
the electric-field image data. Therefore, the indepen-
dent, coherent images formed by each mirror can simply
be numerically superposed to yield the single higher-
resolution image that would be formed if the larger aper-
ture were actually implemented.

For successful AS, however, all the coherent THz im-
ages must be locked in a known phase relationship. This
phase relationship is established by ensuring that the ori-
gin for all the scan planes is common. The Fig. 1 inset
shows the object at this origin and how the scan planes
share this common point. Therefore, when the object is
at the origin it is at the same absolute, 3-D spatial posi-
tion regardless of scan plane orientation. Each image
contains a waveform (a spatial sample) that corresponds
to the object positioned at the origin and, because the ori-
gin is common, each origin waveform should overlap ex-
actly in time, assuming the object is a point source. Fig-
ure 6 shows two such overlapping waveforms taken from
two images of the 1-mm ball (point source). One wave-
form was recorded with the scan plane in the normal con-
figuration (0° tilt) and the other with the scan plane tilted
216° about the x axis. The close overlap between the two
waveforms ensured that the images and, therefore, the
phased-array elements shared a common origin and had a
known phase relationship.

Fig. 6. Time overlap of two measured phase reference wave-
forms, dashed and solid curves, for different scan plane orienta-
tions.
For this method of phase referencing to work, the
placement of the object must be accurate. Transverse
placement is done by aligning the object with the cross
hairs of a long-distance microscope mounted on a fixed ki-
nematic base. The microscope observes the object along
the system optical axis (in the 2z direction) so that the
cross hairs register the x and y object positions. This re-
sults in a transverse placement accuracy of approxi-
mately 15 mm; more than required as shown by the fol-
lowing spatial frequency calculation. If w is the full
angular extent of the mirror subtended at the axial image
point, then the highest angular spatial frequency possible
in the image is ky 5 2p sin( w)/l 5 12.89 mm21, where
w 5 14.25° and l is 120 mm corresponding to 2.5 THz.
By use of this value, the shortest spatial wavelength gen-
erated by the system in a normal configuration is ly
5 2p/ky 5 488 mm; over 30 times larger than the trans-
verse placement accuracy.

Object placement is more critical in the z dimension
where even slight variations can create significant phase
shifts. Coarse z placement is accurate to approximately
100 mm and is done by adjusting the object position until
it is well focused when viewed through the long-distance
microscope. Fine adjustment in z is done by observing
the temporal location of the amplitude peak in the spatial
sample waveform. The object’s z position is adjusted un-
til this peak coincides with the peak of the previously re-
corded reference waveform as shown in Fig. 6. In this
way, the ranging capabilities of the system permit z posi-
tioning accurate to approximately 15 mm, or 1/10th of a
wavelength for 2.0 THz. Therefore, with proper object
placement, the multiple images are coherently locked to-
gether in phase. It is noted that these fine adjustments
to the object position are always performed between im-
age recordings to ensure that all the images have the
proper phase relationship.

Successful AS also depends on temporal phase coher-
ence among the spatial samples within a single image.
Temporal coherence is limited by the precision of the mo-
torized delay stepper, which is approximately 0.5 mm.
This translates into 3.33 fs of temporal precision from
scan to scan, far better than required.

Unlike most AS systems, the final higher-resolution,
phased-array image is constructed by simply adding the
multiple individual images. No mathematical recon-
struction, deconvolution, or processing procedures are
necessary since the AS essentially forms a single, sparse-
aperture mirror. Furthermore, the mirror itself recon-
structs the image in front of the receiver so the image it-
self is sampled, not just the scattered wave front. This
represents a significant advantage over many other AS
systems, such as those used in radio astronomy. In such
systems, individual phased-array elements cannot be
placed in a fashion to construct a single, coherent, sparse-
aperture optic. Rather, individual movable elements are
used to sample a wave front, which must then be recon-
structed into an image by interferometric techniques.31

Airborne SAR methods, for example, collect scattered
wave-front data with a single array element that is
scanned through the sky on an airplane. The data,
known as the phase history,32 is recorded and images are
later reconstructed with numerical or optical techniques.
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The THz system, therefore, incorporates the power of
large aperture optical imaging, commonly absent in AS
systems, with the coherent properties common to micro-
wave and radiowave systems. This blend makes high-
resolution imaging at THz frequencies simple yet effec-
tive.

In a previous paper7 we demonstrated the feasibility of
synthetic phased-array THz imaging by imaging a 1-mm
diameter, chrome-plated steel ball. Two individual im-
ages, designated E1 and E2 , were recorded and super-
posed to form the higher-resolution composite image.
Since the aperture was effectively increased in size only
in the y direction, the overall effect of this imaging tech-
nique was a resolution increase of approximately four
times in the (vertical) y direction. No resolution increase
was evident in the x direction.

We note that we expected a resolution gain of two
times, based on the 16° tilt between scan planes. How-
ever, the data revealed a resolution gain of four times be-
cause of an effect called artificial aperture doubling
wherein the increase in the synthetic aperture size was
approximately doubled because of the excess path length
traveled by the illuminating THz. To explain this fur-
ther, we first note that, in the xy plane, the arrival time of
the illumination pulse to the object was approximately in-
dependent of the object’s y position. However, in the
tilted xy8 plane, the illumination encountered more or
less path length as the object scanned in the 1y8 or 2y8
directions, respectively. Figure 7 shows that, for a self-
luminous object, the scan plane tilt would cause a path
change of z1 . For the actual system, however, the illu-
mination must also travel this extra path, which can be
modeled as z18 5 z1 . This effectively adds an additional
tilt of u2 5 14° to the original u1 5 16°. The final effects
are a scan plane tilt of 30° (an approximate doubling of
the phased-array aperture size) and a resolution increase
of four times over the nonarrayed imaging, to our advan-
tage.

Fig. 7. Side view of the artificial aperture doubling model.

Fig. 8. Double 391-mm ball object for arrayed imaging.
For AS in the vertical direction, the doubling effect is
constrained to the y dimension, so it is independent of the
time delays in the image caused by the angled illumina-
tion. For AS in the horizontal direction, the artificial ap-
erture doubling still occurs but is superimposed on the
time delays caused by the angled illumination. Finally,
we note that the approximate doubling is only evident at
small scan plane tilts (,20°) and, as tilt angles increase,
the effect diminishes.

Another important result from the previous work7 was
the identification of several methods whereby 3-D image
data can be plotted. One method is to integrate the time
dimension by plotting the energy density of the images
G(x, y) rather than their field amplitudes, where

G~x, y ! 5
1

h0
E ~E1 1 E2 1 E3 1 ... 1 En!2dt. (1)

Here, h0 is the impedance of free space, E1 through En
represent the individual electric-field image data and
their sum obviously represents their superposition.
Therefore G(x, y) is the composite energy image and con-
tains both the interference terms and the individual en-
ergy density images G1(x, y) through Gn(x, y) defined as

Gn~x, y ! [
1

h0
E En

2dt. (2)

The net result is a two-dimensional image that would be
obtained if THz photographic film or a THz CCD camera
were placed in the image plane and used to record the im-
age. These energy density images proved to be an impor-
tant part of interpreting image data from the THz system.

To further demonstrate the enhanced capabilities of the
system in the new research reported here, two 391
6 3-mm-diameter, chrome-plated steel balls were
mounted together to form the double point source object

Fig. 9. Slice x 5 0 through the measured phased-array image
of two 391-mm balls. Dashed curves indicate negative contours.
Contours are separated by 7 pA.
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shown in Fig. 8. The successful imaging of this object
verified the resolvability of individual features on a more
complex structure and determined some higher-order ef-
fects that interfere with phased-array imaging.

To reduce the possibility of large side lobes that obscure
the final image (a result of sparse-aperture filling in
phased-array systems), the aperture was filled in by re-
cording three images rather than two, as in the initial
demonstration.7 The first image was recorded with the
scan plane in the 0° orientation. The second and third
images were recorded with the scan plane tilted 210° and
110° about the x axis, to mimic a synthetic mirror located
below and above the spherical mirror, respectively.

Spatial samples were taken in both the x and the y di-
rections so the resulting data set had the form E(x, y, t).
In all three images a total of 651 spatial samples were re-
corded: 31 samples in y by 21 samples in x. Spatial
sample spacing was 100 mm in both directions so the im-
age spanned a total of 2 mm in x and 3 mm in y. Each
spatial sample was a 17-ps, time-dependent waveform
that consisted of 256 data points. The peak SNR of the
data was approximately 120. All three individual images
were superposed to generate the higher-resolution com-
posite image.

Figure 9 shows an x 5 0 volumetric slice through the
composite image data of the two balls. The balls are re-
solved in the y direction and, because of their close prox-
imity, to a lesser extent in the t (or z) direction. Also evi-
dent is a double reflection feature that occurs later in
time. This feature is the multipath effect, wherein the
THz is first reflected from one ball to the next and then to
the receiver. The double reflection feature becomes im-
portant when viewing the transverse images, because it
interferes with the resolvability of the balls. Consider
the energy density image of the two balls shown in Fig.
10(a). This image was created by applying Eq. (1) to the
data where the integration included the entire temporal
span of the image. Although it is weaker, the double re-
flection is situated right between the two specular reflec-
tions and acts as clutter in the transverse image. The
specular features are blended together by the double re-
flection, and the resolution of the balls is destroyed. This
illustrates the important fact that, even though an imag-
ing system is well corrected and its diffraction limit is low
enough to resolve two objects properly, they still might
not be resolvable because of higher-order effects. Such

Fig. 10. Measured transverse images of two 391-mm balls: (a)
total integrated energy density image, (b) partial integrated en-
ergy density image with double-reflection excluded; (c) isoampli-
tude image whose surfaces contain data values having an ampli-
tude greater than 40 pA (80% peak).
higher-order effects would be even more significant in im-
aging more complicated objects, where several multipath
effects could be simultaneously observed.

These images also demonstrate the added power of co-
herent over incoherent imaging systems. An incoherent
system could neither resolve the two balls in range nor in
transverse space. However, in the coherent THz system,
the resolution in range is excellent and further permits
the removal of the double reflection feature that occurs
later in time. By excluding the data that contain the
double reflection (t . 9.6 ps) from the integration, the
detrimental effect is removed. Figure 10(b) shows the
same energy density image as Fig. 10(a) after time ex-
cluding the double reflection feature. The resolvability of
the balls reappears in the transverse image.

Other image-processing methods can be used to reveal
the resolution between the two balls. Figure 10(c) shows
one example wherein the image data were processed in a
binary fashion such that only values of sufficient ampli-
tude were retained and all the other values were dis-
carded. The transverse image of the two balls is then
plotted as the surface of the volume that contains the re-
tained values. In this case the threshold amplitude was
80% of the peak value. This method removes the double
reflection features while retaining the stronger, specular
features. Figures 10(b) and 10(c) both show that the
resolution in the y direction has increased by 4.5 to 5
times, whereas the resolution in the x direction is un-
changed, as expected.

The images of Fig. 10 demonstrate a few of the image-
processing and enhancement techniques available to this
system by digitally storing the coherent, phase-locked in-
dividual images. Such techniques permit imaging of
smaller or less reflective objects, imaging of objects in
clutter, and filtering of undesired features. Unwanted
image anomalies, often distinguished by later arrival,
weaker amplitude response, and/or altered spectral re-
sponse, can be easily removed by temporal feature exclu-
sion, amplitude thresholding, and frequency filtering in
both the temporal and the spatial domains. These
image-processing and enhancement techniques show the
power and flexibility of the synthetic phased-array THz
imaging system.

Other signal-processing techniques have also been ap-
plied to THz systems to retrieve information from compli-

Fig. 11. (a) Scale diagram of the T-ball object. Dashed lines in-
dicate the center of the data set. (b) Overlap of separately nor-
malized partial energy density images of T and ball. Contour at
0.3 removed from the ball image. Contours at 0.1 and 0.2 re-
moved from both images.
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cated scattering events. Tomographic processing has
been applied with success to THz imaging13 and can be
used to identify multiple dielectric interfaces in complex
objects by means of digital signal processing. THz rang-
ing that utilizes ultrawideband radar techniques has
been used to identify electromagnetic scattering events in
dielectric objects.33 Other inverse techniques such as the
Kirchhoff migration have been used to generate THz im-
ages of buried objects.30 Such work provides many tools
for image processing that would likely be partially appli-
cable in our THz imaging system.

In one final demonstration of the system’s capabilities,
arraying was performed in both the x and the y directions.
The object used for this experiment was a small metallic
T positioned next to a 391-mm steel ball, as shown in Fig.
11(a). The T was constructed from two cylindrical pieces
of solder, each having a diameter of approximately 420
mm. The T portion lay in the plane perpendicular to the
system optical axis (z axis).

The ball was mounted approximately 260 mm closer to
the spherical mirror in the z direction so it was tempo-
rally resolved from the T. Five images of this object were
recorded; the first was recorded with the scan plane in
the normal orientation or 0° tilt. The second and third
images were recorded with the scan plane tilted 110° and
210° about the y axis to mimic synthetic mirrors located
to the left (2x direction) and right (1x direction) of the
real mirror, respectively. The fourth and fifth images
were recorded with the scan plane tilted 110° and 210°
about the x axis to mimic a synthetic mirror located above
and below the synthetic mirror, respectively. Spatial
samples were taken in both the x and the y dimensions so
the resulting data had the form E(x, y, t). In each of
the five images a total of 837 spatial samples were re-
corded: 31 samples in y by 27 samples in x. Spatial
sample spacing was 100 mm in both directions so that the
image spanned a total of 2.6 mm in x and 3.0 mm in y.
Each spatial sample was a 17-ps time-dependent wave-
form that consisted of 256 data points, each spaced by
66.7 fs. The peak SNRs of the images ranged from 25 to
100, depending on the object orientation. All five images
were superposed to form the single, higher-resolution
composite image.

Even though multipath effects were not a problem with
this object, it was determined that partial energy density

Fig. 12. Measured partial energy density images of T-ball ob-
ject, both separately normalized. Contour separation is 0.1: (a)
image of ball, heavy contour indicates the half-maximum and (b)
image of T.
images would yield the best visualization. The separate
images of the ball and the T are shown in Figs. 12(a) and
12(b), respectively. These images were obtained by split-
ting the data into two sections. The first section con-
tained all the data within the time window of t
5 0 –5.6 ps, and thus included only the reflection from
the ball. The second section contained data within the
window of t 5 5.6–17 ps, and thus contained only the re-
flections from the T. Each section of field data was
squared and integrated separately. This resulted in two
partial energy density images, one containing the ball
and the other containing the T. The ball is clearly re-
solved in Fig. 12(a) and shows that the phased-array im-
aging was successful in both the x and the y directions.
The FWHM measurement of the ball in this energy pic-
ture is approximately 435 mm in both the x and the y di-
rections, indicating a resolution increase of approximately
4.25 times. The T also exhibits features evident only be-
cause of the increased resolution.

Again, these two images were separately normalized,
so even though contours may have the same label, they do
not correspond to the same intensity. The T, having cy-
lindrical surfaces, reflected more THz radiation than the
ball, so its energy density image was approximately eight
times stronger. This is part of the reason the ball and T
were plotted separately and partial time integration was
used. A full time integration would have rendered the
ball almost invisible against the much more strongly re-
flecting T.

The two separately normalized images can be over-
lapped to view the whole object at once as shown in Fig.
11(b). Again, the two images were not added but simply
overlapped. Some contours were removed from each pic-
ture to clarify the image, and no contour labels are shown
since they correspond to different absolute values. Nev-
ertheless, the image clearly reproduces the object, shown
in Fig. 11(a) with the same scale, quite well.

Figures 11(b) and 12(b) also show a reduced fidelity in
the top (horizontal) portion of the T, as compared with the
bottom. This effect is due to the cylindrical surfaces of
the T that, unlike the spherical ball surfaces, do not re-
flect the off-axis illumination in every direction. Both
portions of the T lie in a plane perpendicular to the sys-
tem optic axis so that in the normal scan plane configu-
ration (0° tilt), the top portion of the T reflects the THz as
a horizontal cylindrical wave spreading in a direction that
does not coincide with the spherical mirror. However,
the bottom portion reflects a vertical cylindrical wave that
compensates for the off-axis illumination and thereby in-
tersects the mirror. This stealth behavior is present in
any object with flat features. As the object tilts with the
reoriented scan plane, this problem can be either exacer-
bated or subdued. Tilts about the y axis affect horizon-
tally flat features, whereas tilts about the x axis affect
vertically flat features. This allowed the horizontal por-
tion of the T to be strongly visible in only one of the five
total images recorded. The tilted orientations about the
x axis caused the vertical portion to become less visible in
two of the five images. Of course, the spherical ball was
visible in all five images.

To rule out other explanations for the visibility of the T,
the xz plane polarization of the illuminating THz was also
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considered. The polarization effect, however, was
deemed insignificant with respect to geometric consider-
ations because polarization dependence would be pre-
dominantly manifest in weak creeping waves that couple
more favorably onto one component of the T. The pulsed
THz system would resolve such waves later in time and at
significantly lower amplitudes than specular reflections.
Although such waves would be generated on both cylin-
drical and spherical objects, no such waves of significant
amplitude were ever observed in the relevant time win-
dow. This is likely due, in part, to the fact that the backs
of the objects are mounted in wax, which both slows and
attenuates the creeping waves.

Two issues of relevance to the practicality of this sys-
tem are imaging acquisition times and measurement sta-
bility. To achieve the clear measure of range resolution
presented in these images, individual data points in each
time-domain scan were separated by no more than 66.7
fs. This sampling rate provided excellent temporal fidel-
ity of the waveform and usable frequency information to
7.5 THz. However, such a high sampling rate requires
many data points to fill the necessary time window en-
compassing the scans, and, at this rate, individual time-
domain scans required approximately 1.5 min to com-
plete. One-dimensional images having between 41 and
61 scans were recorded in approximately 1–1.5 h. By
simply decreasing the sampling rate from 15 to 5 THz,
this imaging time could be reduced by three times, with-
out loss of frequency information. Further duration re-
ductions, by several orders of magnitude, could be made
by decreasing the amount of averaging performed by the
lock-in amplifier or by using rapid-scan techniques.11

Such reductions are commonly necessary in THz imaging
systems but come at the cost of SNR; therefore they jus-
tify further research into stronger THz sources and more
sensitive receivers.

Two-dimensional and phased-array imaging obviously
present a greater challenge because of the necessarily
larger number of scans to record. Rapid-scan techniques
would almost certainly be required to generate these
large images quickly but would likely yield imaging times
of the order of minutes rather than days. Such changes
are not difficult to implement on the THz system but do
currently pose problems in terms of SNR for small objects.

Finally, the fact that imaging duration is quite long ac-
centuates the excellent stability inherent in our THz im-
aging system. Even for large, phased-array data sets,
imaging can continue essentially indefinitely without con-
cern for maintaining phase coherence. Although this is
due mostly to the natural stability of laser and THz sys-
tems, it is also due to the fact that we record occasional
reference scans to identify slow signal drift. This allows
slight adjustments to be made if necessary.

5. THEORY
The theoretical analysis of this THz imaging system can
be accurately performed with a hybrid method of geo-
metrical optics and diffraction theory. Geometrical op-
tics, or ray tracing, is used to determine a field distribu-
tion in or near a certain plane that contains the exit pupil.
From this point, diffraction theory is used to propagate
the field to the image plane. This hybrid method is well
known34 and has the benefits of simplicity, high accuracy,
and relative completeness, because of the inclusion of
most imaging effects such as third-order aberrations and
diffraction. Since we use a scalar diffraction theory, the
vectorial nature of the fields is ignored.

As described in Section 2, the THz imaging system con-
sists of two separate imaging subsystems. In the first
subsystem, the spherical mirror forms an intermediate
image of the object in a plane located 17 mm in front of
the receiver. In the second subsystem this intermediate
image is once again imaged onto the receiver dipole an-
tenna by the silicon lens mounted in the receiver. It was
found that the second subsystem behaved as a nearly
ideal sampler of the intermediate image and did not in-
troduce any additional effects over those present from the
spherical mirror. Therefore to model the entire THz sys-
tem we needed to include only the imaging of the object by
the spherical mirror. This approach had the added util-
ity of returning results of the same form as the data.

To maintain consistency with the optics references35–37

from which most of the THz imaging system theory
comes, we chose a phasor notation such that phasors ro-
tate in a clockwise direction as time moves forward.
Equivalently, their time dependence has the form
exp(2jvt), where j represents the unit imaginary number,
v is the angular frequency, and t is time. By use of this
phasor notation, the Fourier transform and its inverse
must be expressed as

F~v! 5 E
2`

`

f~t !exp~ jvt !dt, (3)

f~t ! 5
1

2p
E

2`

`

F~v!exp~2jvt !dv.

(4)

In this notation a diverging spherical wave takes the form
exp( jkr)/r. As a point of caution, these notations have a
reversed sign from common electrical engineering refer-
ences, wherein phasors have the time dependence of
exp( jvt).

The theoretical model begins in the frequency domain
with an object located at some point O, as shown in Fig.
13. The object is assumed to be a point source that emits
an isotropic, diverging spherical wave. This wave is rep-
resented in geometrical-optics fashion by a bundle of rays

Fig. 13. Setup of the hybrid THz imaging system model.
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that propagate toward the spherical mirror. The rays are
incident upon and reflected by the mirror, then intersect
diffraction plane S. Rays that do not intersect the mirror
are not reflected to the diffraction plane so the extent of
the mirror is automatically projected onto S, thus defin-
ing the exit pupil.

All the rays are mathematically represented by 3-D
vectors. We calculated the reflected rays by rotating the
incident ray vectors 180° about the surface normal vec-
tors at the incidence points. The location of each re-
flected ray and the overall distance it has traveled when it
intersects with S is then calculated with basic vector prin-
ciples. This distance is assigned the variable name D,
consistent with Ref. 35. More explicitly, D 5 D(j, h) is a
function of spatial position. The spatially varying phase
distribution over S can then be defined by exp( jkD),
where k is the wave number equal to 2p/l and l is the
free-space wavelength. All the rays from the source are

Fig. 14. Setup for the diffraction portion of the calculation.

Fig. 15. Normalized field magnitude slices of the theoretical
point source image at 0.7 THz: (a) v 5 0 slice and (b) u 5 0
slice.
assumed to have the same strength at S, therefore the en-
tire field distribution, with both amplitude and phase, is
known therein. We designate this field distribution in
the frequency domain as U(j, h, v) 5 exp( jkD). Since
exp( jkD) specifies all the phase information of the field at
the diffraction plane, all the effects of imaging aberra-
tions are contained within the D variable.

Using U(j, h, v), the field distribution in the geomet-
ric image plane can be calculated. We used the setup
shown in Fig. 14 and the first Rayleigh–Sommerfeld dif-
fraction integral35

HG~u, v, v! 5
z0

jl
EE

S

U~j, h, v!
exp~ jkr !

r2 djdh.

(5)

In Eq. (5) z0 is the z dimension distance between the dif-
fraction and the image planes. The variable r is the dis-
tance between the differential field element djdh located
at (j,h) and the observation point P located at (u, v),
and it therefore has the explicit dependence r
5 r(u, v; j, h). Since the source is a point radiator,
HG(u, v, v) represents the frequency domain PSF of the
imaging system.

We note here that the spatial variables used through-
out the theory, (x, y), (j, h), and (u, v), have been chosen
to maintain consistency with Ref. 35. However, to pre-
serve continuity with the experimental setup, the object
and diffraction plane coordinates are designated (x, y)
and (j, h), respectively. This notation is reversed in Ref.
35. The scale relationship between all the spatial vari-
ables is one to one. Therefore, theoretical images with
(u, v) dependence can be directly compared with experi-
mental images with (x, y) dependence.

Incorporating the previous definition of U(j, h, v) into
Eq. (5) gives the final form of the PSF:

Fig. 16. Normalized transverse slices through the theoretical
point source image at 0.7 THz: (a) z0 5 574 mm, (b) z0
5 586 mm, (c) z0 5 610 mm, (d) z0 5 622 mm.
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HG~u, v, v! 5
z0

jl
EE

S

exp@ jk~r 1 D!#

r2 djdh. (6)

The final calculation is performed numerically and with-
out any further approximations to the phase or ampli-
tude. All the calculations are set up to match the physi-
cal dimensions of the actual system.

Several theoretical images were calculated with Eq. (6)
for 0.7 THz. Since the object is a point source, the result-
ing image is nearly equivalent to a diffraction-limited fo-
cus of the spherical mirror. Therefore, the image can
also be thought of as a focal region. To describe the
structure of this calculated focal region, Fig. 15 shows two
orthogonal slices calculated for several values of z0 in the
area around the geometric image plane. These field mag-
nitude plots clearly show the elongated, tubular structure
of the focal region (the image) in the z direction. This
structure is common to focusing systems and provides a
considerable tolerance in the positioning of the image
plane,37 or the receiver, in our case. This tolerance is
greater than 10 mm for the THz system and has been
verified with experiments.

As is obvious in the figures, the focal region is not ro-
tationally symmetric about the z axis predominantly be-
cause of astigmatism. Figure 16 shows some transverse
images through this focal region to illustrate this fact fur-
ther. As expected from geometrical optics, the primary

Fig. 17. Normalized transverse COLC field magnitude slice
through the theoretical point source image at 0.7 THz; z0
5 598 mm.

Fig. 18. Ideal input pulse for theoretical calculations. Inset
shows the normalized amplitude spectrum.
image, also called the tangential line focus, is vertical in
orientation and lies nearest to the spherical mirror. The
secondary image, also called the sagittal focus, is horizon-
tal in orientation and lies farthest from the spherical mir-
ror. Between these two foci lies the plane that contains
the circle of least confusion (COLC), where imaging is
most correct. Figure 17 shows that the image in this
plane has the expected general features of a diffracted as-
tigmatic image as shown in Section 9.4.3 of Ref. 37. To
ensure the validity of our calculations against those of
Refs. 37, 38, and Section 5.3.1 of Ref. 35, they were also
performed with the 10° off-axis orientation of the system
reduced to 0°. The results of these on-axis calculations
were found to be a good match with the references and
can be found in Ref. 22.

Equation (6) can be multiplied by the complex spec-
trum of the broadband THz pulse S(v) to give the fre-
quency domain form of broadband image UG(u, v, v):

UG~u, v, v! 5 S~v!HG~u, v, v!. (7)

Fig. 19. Broadband u 5 0 slice through the theoretical image of
the point source.

Fig. 20. Broadband v 5 0 slice through the theoretical image of
the point source with the corrected illumination effect.
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The time-domain broadband image UG(u, v, t) can then
be calculated by use of the inverse Fourier transform

UG~u, v, t ! 5
1

2p
E

2`

`

S~v!HG~u, v, v!exp~2jvt !dv.

(8)

To clean up the theoretical images, an idealized THz
pulse was used as the input S(v). This pulse was mod-
eled after an actual recorded THz pulse, similar to those
shown in Fig. 6, but given a frequency-independent phase
shift of 2p/2, relative to the pulse in Fig. 6. This offsets
the p/2 phase shift introduced by the theory as the dif-
fracted radiation propagates from the mirror to the image
plane. This term is manifest as the 1/j in Eqs. (5) and
(6). Application of the 2p/2 shift to the input pulse does
not compensate for a theoretical deficiency but merely en-
sures that the input to the theory is properly defined.
The resulting input pulse and its spectrum are shown in
Fig. 18.

Figure 19 shows a u 5 0 slice through the two-
dimensional broadband image of a point source. Unlike
the monochromatic images, this image is calculated in
only one image plane, positioned at the COLC, z0
5 598 mm. To this point, no account has been taken of
the fact that the object is not self-luminous in the actual
system. The only significant effect of the angled illumi-
nation is the angled appearance of the image with respect
to the x axis, which is caused by a slight shifting of the
spatial samples in time. The obvious accounting for this
phenomenon is to shift each spatial sample temporally in
the theoretical image. The shift amount is determined
by noting that, at the object, the illumination beam is ef-
fectively planar, and that as the object moves dx in the 1x
direction it moves nearer to the transmitter by the
amount dx sin(17°). The illumination travels at c, there-
fore the temporal shift of each spatial sample is
dx sin(17°)/c 5 dx 3 0.975 ps/mm, where dx is ex-
pressed in millimeters. Because of the sampling nature
of the system, as the object moves in the 1x direction, the
receiver samples the 2x side of the image. Therefore,
positive and negative dx translate into shifts later and
earlier in time, respectively. Since u and x are equivalent
in scale, shifting the theoretical spatial samples by the
amount prescribed yields the new broadband image
shown in Fig. 20. Only the v 5 0 slice image is shown
because the angled illumination does not affect the image
in the v direction. Figure 20 shows the final form of the
theoretical image of a point source: the broadband PSF.
The agreement between theory and data is good as shown
by comparing Fig. 20 with the actual image recorded by
the system shown in Fig. 4(a).

Another calculation was performed with a halved diam-
eter spherical mirror to model the halved mirror experi-
ment explained earlier. Again, the hybrid model was a
good match with experiment and produced an image with
a 1.72 times increase in spatial width, which indicates
that the system behavior and theoretical calculations are
in good harmony. Furthermore, since the secondary im-
aging system in the receiver is not included in the theory,
it reinforces the assumption that the receiver has a mini-
mal effect on imaging.
The image calculations must be discretized to be per-
formed, so it is worthwhile to discuss their validity. The
discretization necessitates a trade-off between accuracy
and speed, so for most of our calculations we propagated a
bundle of rays that formed a spatial grid of 151 3 151
points over the face of the spherical mirror. Even though
this grid density is not strictly sufficient to map the phase
distribution unambiguously over the diffraction plane at
higher frequencies (.1.5 THz), it was found to yield re-
sults with good accuracy and reasonable calculation times
of the order of 10–15 min for a two-dimensional broad-
band image by use of a 2.8-GHz processor. However, to
ensure accurate results, additional monochromatic and
broadband calculations were performed with grids of
351 3 351 up to 2 THz. This grid density provides at

Fig. 21. Slice u 5 0 through the normalized theoretical arrayed
image of two point sources separated by 400 mm in y and 50 mm
in z. Contour separation is 0.15. Dashed curves indicate nega-
tive contours. The image was shifted 2200 mm in v compared
with Fig. 9.

Fig. 22. Theoretical transverse image of two point sources: (a)
energy density image and (b) iso-amplitude image where plotted
surfaces contain data values where the electric-field amplitude is
greater than 80% of the maximum. Both images were shifted
2200 mm in v compared with Fig. 10.
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least two data points per each oscillation of the phase dis-
tribution of the wave front over the diffraction plane, even
at 2 THz. For lower frequencies, this condition is im-
proved. We found that calculations using the 151
3 151 grid size were a good match with larger grid re-
sults. Additionally, since a large portion of the THz
bandwidth exists at lower frequencies centered around
0.7 THz, even smaller grid sizes, down to 51 3 51, still
produced similar broadband results. It is not surprising
that the THz system is well suited to such calculations be-
cause the relatively long wavelengths permit far fewer
calculation points than would be necessary in a typical
optical system. This provides vastly improved calcula-
tion speed and accuracy.

Phased-array imaging can also be theoretically mod-
eled. Like the experimental procedure, theoretical image
arraying requires only the superposition of individual im-
ages. Unlike the actual system, however, the theory does
not necessitate scanning the object to form the image.
Therefore, some other accounting must be made for the
timing shifts induced by scanning the object in a tilted
plane. Note that the object is scanned in a tilted plane to
achieve the effects of a synthetic mirror, and that the scan
plane has a slight z dependence when it is tilted about ei-
ther the x or the y axis. Therefore, most of the spatial
samples of an arrayed image are recorded when the object
has some nonzero z location. For small angular separa-
tions (,20° disregarding artificial aperture doubling) be-
tween array elements this z motion can be neglected with
respect to its effect on the transverse spatial field distri-
bution because the elongated focus significantly desensi-
tizes this dependence. However, this same z motion
must be accounted for in timing, and this can easily be
done by the same method that was used to account for the
angled illumination. Simple time delays are appropri-
ately added to the spatial samples depending on their x
and y positions and the desired angular separation be-
tween array elements. This method is easily incorpo-
rated into the timing shifts caused by the angled illumi-
nation. Note that, in these experiments, this caused an
effective doubling of the overall phased-array aperture
size. The same is true for the theory.

For comparison with actual data, the theoretical ar-
rayed image of two point sources was calculated. The
sources were separated by 400 mm in y and 50 mm in z to
mimic the imaging of the two abutting 391-mm balls
shown in Fig. 8. Arraying was done in the vertical direc-
tion only, and array orientations were 0°, 110°, and 210°,
just as in the experimental data. Again, the theory cor-
rects the timing effects of the angled illumination and the
ranging nature of the system, but only after assuming a
self-luminous object for the diffraction calculations.
Since there is no illumination in the theory, there is also
no multipath effect manifest as a double reflection. Fig-
ures 21 and 22 show the calculated array images for this
object. They compare quite well with the actual images
shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a quasi-optic, synthetic phased-
array THz imaging system that can produce THz images
sharp enough to resolve features whose size is of the order
of a wavelength or less in all three dimensions. This sys-
tem utilizes the benefits of phase coherence to achieve
synthetic aperture imaging similar to microwave and ra-
diowave techniques. However, it simultaneously pro-
duces individual, high-resolution images in an optical
fashion. This dual nature greatly enhances high-
resolution THz imaging in terms of both speed and sensi-
tivity. It also permits the system to form resolved images
of objects that would otherwise be unresolvable in an in-
coherent system, because of higher-order effects such as
multiple-scattering events. Furthermore, the system can
be accurately modeled by common optical principles yet
can be more easily adapted to numerical computation be-
cause of longer wavelengths and the accompanying re-
laxed accuracy restrictions.

Such an imaging system promises application in many
types of noninvasive imaging arena for which microwave
techniques do not offer sharp enough resolution and opti-
cal techniques suffer from opacity or optical sensitivity
problems. Although usable SNRs require long imaging
durations to record large composite AS images, ongoing
research in stronger THz sources will eventually allow
this type of imaging to be adapted to a real-time setting,
thus increasing its applicability beyond static objects.
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